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Abstract—Deep learning based models are relatively large, and
it is hard to deploy such models on resource-limited devices
such as mobile phones and embedded devices. One possible
solution is knowledge distillation whereby a smaller model
(student model) is trained by utilizing the information from a
larger model (teacher model). In this paper, we present a survey
of knowledge distillation techniques applied to deep learning
models. To compare the performances of different techniques, we
propose a new metric called distillation metric. Distillation metric
compares different knowledge distillation algorithms based on
sizes and accuracy scores. Based on the survey, some interesting
conclusions are drawn and presented in this paper.
Index Terms—knowledge distillation, transferring knowledge,
deep learning, teacher model, student model.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning has succeeded in several fields such as
Computer Vision (CV) and Natural Language Processing
(NLP). This is due to the fact that deep learning models
are relatively large and could capture complex patterns and
features in data. But, at the same time, large model sizes lead
to difficulties in deploying them on end devices.
To solve this issue, researchers and practitioners have
applied knowledge distillation on deep learning approaches. It
should be emphasized that knowledge distillation is different
from transfer learning. The goal of knowledge distillation is
to provide smaller models that solve the same task as the
larger models [1], whereas the goal of transfer learning is to
reduce training time of models that solve a task similar to
the task solved by some other model (cf. [2]). Knowledge
distillation accomplishes its goal by altering loss functions of
models being trained (student models) to account for output
of hidden layers of pre-trained models (teacher models).
On the other hand, transfer learning achieves its goal by
initializing parameters of a model by learnt parameters of a
pre-trained model.
There are many techniques presented in the literature for
knowledge distillation. As a result, there is a need to sum-
marize them so that researchers and practitioners could have
a clear understanding of the techniques. Cheng et al. [3]
§Equal contribution
provided a survey in 2017. The survey was not specific
to knowledge distillation, and it considered several model
compression approaches such as parameter pruning and trans-
ferred/compact convolutional filters. So, the survey was limited
in terms of the coverage of knowledge distillation approaches
The limited coverage motivated us to present a
comprehensive survey on recent knowledge distillation
methods.
Since there are many proposed knowledge distillation
methods, they should be compared appropriately. Knowledge
distillation approaches can be compared by several metrics
such as reductions in model sizes, accuracy scores, processing
times, and so on. Our main criteria are reduction in model
sizes and the change in accuracy scores. Accordingly, we
propose a metric–termed distillation metric–that takes into
account the two criteria. Distillation metric is presented in
section III.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we provide a background on knowledge distillation. In section
III, we present and discuss our proposed distillation metric.
Section IV contains the surveyed approaches. We provide
our discussion on surveyed approaches and an outlook on
knowledge distillation in section V. Finally, we present our
conclusions in section VI.
II. BACKGROUND
The main goal of knowledge distillation is to produce
smaller models (student models) to solve the same task
as larger models (teacher models) with the condition that
developed models should perform better than baseline models
of the same size and trained without teacher models [1].
Knowledge distillation aims to train student models by having
them to mimic behaviours of teacher models. The process
is achieved by comparing student’s activations (e.g., outputs
of hidden layers) to teacher’s. There are no conventions that
guide student models’ sizes. For example, two practitioners
might have student models with different sizes although they
use the same teacher model. This situation is caused by
different requirements in different domains. For example,
maximum allowed model size on some device.
There exist some knowledge distillation methods that
target teacher and student networks having the same size(e.g.,
[4]). In such a case, the purpose of knowledge distillation
would be to accelerate training time. Although an algorithm
is developed to distill knowledge from a teacher model to
a student model having the same sizes, the same algorithm
might be used to distill knowledge from a teacher to a smaller
student. This is because, based on our survey, there is no
restriction on model sizes, and it is up to model designers
to map teacher’s activations to student’s. So, in general
settings, knowledge distillation is utilized to provide smaller
student models that have good maintainability of their teacher
models’ accuracy scores.
Consequently, one could compare different knowledge
distillation algorithms by their reductions in model sizes.
In addition, algorithms might be compared by how much
accuracy they maintain as compared to teacher models.
There is no rule that governs how much reduction is best for
all cases. For instance, if one needs to apply a knowledge
distillation algorithm, they need to compare the algorithm’s
performance, in terms of reductions in size and accuracy, to
their system’s requirements. Based on the requirements, they
can decide which algorithm best fits their situation. To ease
the process of comparison, we develop distillation metric
which compares knowledge distillation algorithms based on
model sizes and accuracy scores. For a detailed description,
please refer to section III.
There are different knowledge distillation approaches
applied to deep learning models. For example, there exist
approaches that distill knowledge from a single teacher to a
single student. Also, other approaches distill knowledge from
several teachers to a single student. Knowledge distillation
could also be applied to provide an ensemble of student
networks. In section IV, we present recent knowledge
distillation approaches that are applied on deep learning
based architectures.
III. DISTILLATION METRIC
We propose distillation metric to compare different knowl-
edge distillation methods. The metric considers ratios of
student network’s size (first ratio) and accuracy score (second
ratio) to teacher’s. To have a good reduction in size, first ratio
should be as small as possible. For a distillation method to
have a good maintainability of accuracy, second ratio should
be as close to 1 as possible. To satisfy these requirements, we
develop the following equation:
DS = α ∗ (
students
teachers
) + (1− α) ∗ (1−
studenta
teachera
) (1)
where DS stands for distillation score, students and
studenta are student size and accuracy respectively, and
teachers and teachera are teacher size and accuracy
respectively. Parameter α ∈ [0, 1] is a weight to indicate
importance of first and second ratio, i.e., size and accuracy.
The weight is assigned by distillation designers based on
their system’s requirements. For example, if some system’s
requirements prefer small model sizes over maintaining
accuracy, designers might have α > 0.5 that best satisfies
their requirements. In this paper, we have equal weights of
0.5 for both ratios as size and accuracy reductions are equally
important for the scope of this survey.
It should be noted that when student accuracy is better
than teacher’s, then second ratio would be greater than 1.
This causes the right operand of the addition operation (i.e.,
1 - second ratio) to evaluate to a negative value. Hence,
DS is decreased, and it could be less than zero especially
if weight of second ratio is larger. This is a valid result
since it indicates a very small value of first ratio compared
to second ratio. On other words, this behaviour indicates a
large reduction in model size while providing better accuracy
scores than teacher model at the same time. As presented in
section IV, a student model with a better accuracy is not a
common case. It could be achieved, for example, by having
an ensemble of student models.
Regarding behaviour of distillation metric, it is as the
following: The closer distillation score to 0 is, the better the
knowledge distillation is. To illustrate, an optimal knowledge
distillation algorithm would provide a value that is very close
to 0 for first ratio (e.g., student size is very small compared to
teacher’s), and it would produce a value of 1 for second ratio
(e.g., student and teacher networks have the same accuracy
score). As a result, distillation score approaches 0 as the first
ratio approaches 0, and the second ratio approaches 1.
IV. SURVEY
This section includes recent works that target knowledge
distillation in deep learning. It is divided into two sub-
sections. First section considers work that utilizes soft labels
of teachers to train students. Soft labels refers to the output
of hidden layers. Second section considers work that performs
some transformation on soft labels of teachers before utilizing
them to train students. In this survey, our main criteria are
reductions of sizes and accuracy scores of student models
against the corresponding teacher models. Some researchers
did not provide these details. As a result, our survey is missing
them. Regarding distillation scores for surveyed work, they
are presented in tables I and II. This is because some re-
searchers evaluated their approaches on different datasets, and
some other researchers had several variants of their methods.
We only consider best results to compute distillation scores.
Hence, we mention distillation score for each paper on the
tables to avoid confusion.
A. Techniques Using Soft Labels to Train Student Models
Every neural network can be divided into two parts: feature
extractor (backbone) and data adapter (task-head). Backbone
network encodes input data into a feature map that represents
input data while the task-head uses the feature map to
perform a specific task, e.g., detecting a certain object in an
image. While other approaches try to train a student model
to mimic a teacher model, Gao et al. [5] proposed to only
train the backbone of a student model to mimic the feature
extraction output of a teacher model. After that, the student
model is trained on ground truth data while fixing parameters
on the backbone layers. The knowledge distillation process
only happened during training of the backbone layers of the
smaller student model, which allowed it to be trained on
different dataset than the teacher model. Gao et al. conducted
experiments on CIFAR-100 [6] and ImageNet [7] datasets for
image classification and CASIA-WebFace [8] and IJB-A [9]
datasets for facial recognition. Using ResNet-34 [10] model
structure as a teacher (with 21.282 million parameters) and
ResNet-18 as a student (with 11.174 million parameters),
they achieved an accuracy of 70.77% for student model,
71.21% for teacher model, and 67.96% accuracy for baseline
model (trained without distilling knowledge from teacher
model) on CIFAR-100 dataset. While for ImageNet, student
model achieved 71.36%, teacher got 73.55%, and baseline got
69.57% . On the other hand, they used the facial recognition
task to evaluate the generalization ability of their approach
by using a teacher trained on CASIA-WebFace dataset to
train the backbone of a student and then fitting the student
model on IJB-A dataset. Student model achieved 80.5%
accuracy in the verification task compared to teacher 83.7%
and 76.9% accuracy of baseline model trained directly on
IJB-A dataset. These result showed the capability of their
approach in allowing student models to generalize and fit
over other datasets by only learning the backbone of teacher
models trained on different dataset.
While deep learning has achieved great success across a
wide range of domains, it remains difficult to identify the
reasoning behind model predictions, especially if models
are complex. To tackle this issue, Liu et al. [11] proposed
a method of converting deep neural networks to decision
trees via knowledge distillation. The proposed approach
consisted of training a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
first with the given dataset. Using the feature set from the
training dataset as input and the logits from the trained
model as output, they trained a classification and regression
trees (CART) model, where logits are scores before the
SoftMax activations. They applied their approach on MNIST
[12] and connect-4 [13] datasets where a deep CNN was
used for MNIST, and multilayer perceptron was used for
connect-4. For both tasks, the student decision tree model
that was trained by a deep learning teacher model achieved
between 1-5% better accuracy than a decision tree model
with similar depth trained without a deep learning teacher
model. However, accuracy scores of student and teacher
models on MNIST were 86.55% and 99.25% respectively.
While for connect-4, student model achieved 73.42%, and
teacher model achieved 86.62%.
In [14], Furlanello et al. proposed an ensemble knowledge
distillation method called Born-Again Neural Networks.
The method considered the issue of teacher and student
models having the same architecture. The method first
trained a teacher model normally. Then, it trained a student
model using training labels and teachers predictions. After
that, it trained a second student model using training
labels and previous students predictions, and so on. For
instance, studenti was trained by utilizing training labels
and predictions of studenti−1 for i ∈ [1, n], where n is the
number of student models. When student models were used
for prediction, their results were averaged. Furlanello et al.
claimed that the method would produce better models since it
was based on ensemble models, and a model was trained on
training labels and predictions of a previously trained model.
To validate their claim, Furlanello et al. trained a DenseNet
[15] as a teacher model. They applied their method using 3
students. As training data, they utilized CIFAR-100. Teacher
model got an error score of 16.87% (83.13% accuracy score),
and student models got an error score of 14.9% (85.1%
accuracy score). So, the distillation method resulted in a
11.67% decrease in error score (2.369% increase in accuracy
score).
Polino et al. [16] developed a knowledge distillation
approach for quantized models. Quantized models are models
whose weights are represented by a limited number of
bits such as 2-bit or 4-bit integers. Quantized models are
used to develop hardware implementations of deep learning
architectures as they provide lower power consumption
and lower processing times compared to normal models
(full-precision models) [17]. The distillation approach had 2
variants. First variant was called quantized distillation, and it
trained a quantized student model and a full-precision student
model. The two models were trained according to true labels
and teachers predictions. The main purpose of full-precision
model was to compute gradients and update quantized model
accordingly. As claimed by Polino et al., the reason behind
this process was that there was no objective function that
accounted for quantized weights. This issue motivated Polino
et al. to develop the second variant of their knowledge
distillation approach, and they called it differentiable
quantization. They defined an objective function to address
the issue of quantized weights. As a result, there would be no
need for full-precision student model. To test their approach,
Polino et al. defined a teacher model with 36.5M parameters
and a student model with 17.2M parameters. The models
were wide residual networks [18], and they were trained
using CIFAR-100 data. Teacher model got an accuracy score
of 77.21%. Student trained using quantized distillation got an
accuracy score of 76.31%. Student trained using differentiable
quantization got an accuracy score of 77.07%. So, quantized
distillation resulted in a 1.165% decrease in accuracy score,
whereas differentiable quantization resulted in a 0.1813%
decrease in accuracy score. Both variants provided a 52.87%
decrease in model size.
Wang et al. [19] proposed a distillation method that
trained a student network by comparing its soft labels to a
teachers labels. Teacher and student networks were U-Net
[20] models. Teacher had 2.87M parameters, while student
had 603K parameters. Janelia [21] data was utilized for
training. The distillation achieved a reduction of 78.99% in
model size.
Kurata and Audhkhasi [22] developed a distillation
approach that targeted sequence models for speech
recognition. The distillation goal was to transfer knowledge
of a Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM)
model to an LSTM model. This was achieved by considering
teacher’s soft labels and comparing outputs of three time steps
of teacher network to a single time step output of student
network. Teacher network had 138M parameters, and student
network had 62M parameters. For training, two subsets of
NIST Hub5 2000 evaluation data 1 were utilized. They were
Switchboard (SWB) with 21.4K words and CallHome (CH)
with 21.6K words. The authors utilized Word Error Rate
(WER) score as a performance metric. Teacher network could
get WER scores of 13.4% (86.6% accuracy) on SWB data
and 23.2% (76.8% accuracy) on CH data. On the other hand,
student network could get WER scores of 15.7% (84.3%
accuracy) on SWB data and 27.8% (72.2% accuracy) on
CH data. WER increase on SWB data was 17.16% (2.655%
accuracy reduction), whereas it was 19.83% (5.989% accuracy
reduction) on CH data. The distillation approach could result
in a reduction of 55.07% in model size.
Munim et al. [23] developed a distillation approach that
targeted Seq2Seq [24] models for speech recognition. The
approach trained a student network via teachers soft labels and
k-best hypotheses (e.g., k-best outputs) where k was a hyper-
parameter, and it was independent from model sizes. The
authors developed a teacher network with 16.8M parameters,
a student network with 6.1M parameters (student-mid), and a
student network with 1.7M parameters (student-small). The
networks were trained using Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus
2, and their accuracies were measured using word-error rate
(WER) scores. Teacher got a WER score of 15.3% (84.7%
accuracy). Student-mid (with k=10) got a WER score of
19.7% (80.3% accuracy), so the increase in WER was
28.76% (5.195% accuracy reduction). Student-small (with
k=5) got a WER score of 22.3% (77.7% accuracy), so the
increase in WER was 45.75% (8.264% accuracy reduction).
The reduction in size for student-mid was 63.69%, while
it was 89.88% for student-small. In addition, Munim et al.
compared student-mid and student-small models against 2
baseline models. Baseline models had the same sizes as their
corresponding student models, and they were trained without
1https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2002T43
2https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC93S6B
teacher models. Munim et al. did not provide k values for
baseline models. Student-mid’s baseline got a 21.8% WER
score (78.2% accuracy), and student-small’s baseline got a
28.7% WER score (71.3% accuracy). Student-mid had a
9.63% WER reduction (2.68% accuracy increase) compared
to its baseline, whereas student-small had a 22.2% WER
reduction (8.97% accuracy increase) compared to its baseline.
Training a compact student network to mimic a well-
trained and converged teacher model can be challenging. The
same rationality can be found in school-curriculum, where
students at early stages are taught easy courses and further
increasing the difficulty as they approach later stages. From
this observation, Jin et al. [25] proposed that instead of
training student models to mimic converged teacher models,
student models were trained on different checkpoints of
teacher models until teacher models converged. For selecting
checkpoints, a greedy search strategy was proposed that
finds efficient checkpoints that are easy for the student to
learn. Once checkpoints were selected, a student model’s
parameters were optimized sequentially across checkpoints,
while splitting data used for training across the different
stages depending on its hardness defined by a hardness
metric that was proposed by the authors. Experiments were
conducted using ResNet-50 [10] network as a teacher (with
23.521 million parameter) and a compact MobileNetV2 [26]
network as a student (with 3.4 million parameter). Student
model achieved 70.85% accuracy on CIFAR-100 dataset
compared to teacher 79.34% and baseline 61.88%. While
on ImageNet [7] dataset, student model achieved 68.21%
compared to teacher 75.49% and 64.2% achieved by baseline
model.
Unlike other knowledge distillation methods where neuron
responses of teacher model is the focus when transferring
knowledge to students, Heo et al. [27] proposed to focus
on transferring activation boundaries of teacher instead.
Activation boundary is a hyperplane that decides whether
the neurons are active or not. In Pan et al. [28], decision
boundary of neural network classifier was proven to be a
combination of activation boundaries, which made them an
important knowledge to be transferred to student model.
Based on this, Heo et al. proposed an activation transfer
loss that penalized when neurons activations of teacher and
student were different in hidden layers. Since both teacher
and student model, most likely, would not have the same
number of neurons, Heo et al. utilized a connector function
that converts the vector of neurons of student model to the
same size of the vector of neurons in teacher model. By
applying the proposed loss function, activation boundaries of
teacher model were transferred to student model. To evaluate
their approach, they conducted an experiment using MIT
scene classifier [29] dataset. For teacher model, ResNet50
[10] model was used (with 23.521 million parameters) and
it was trained on ImageNet [7] dataset. For student, small
MobileNet [26] (with 3.4 million parameters) model was
used. In MIT dataset, their student model achieved 74.10%
accuracy compared to teacher 69.78% and baseline 64.93%.
This showed that their method improved the performance of
a model with transferred knowledge from a pretrained model
on different dataset while fitting on a new dataset.
Table I provides a summary of presented work. It shows
that best approach in terms of size reduction is proposed by
Munim et al. [23] with a reduction of 89.88% in size. Munim
et al. also got the best distillation score. However, the table
shows that best approach in terms of maintaining accuracy is
proposed by Heo et al. [27] with an increase in accuracy of
6.19%.
B. Techniques Using Transformation of Soft Labels to Train
Student Models
Lopes et al. [30] proposed that instead of using the original
dataset used to train a teacher for transferring knowledge
to a student model, a metadata which holds a summary
of activations of the teacher model during training on the
original dataset. The metadata includes top layer activation
statistics, all layers activation statistics, all-layers spectral
activation record, and layer-pairs spectral activation record.
Then using one of the collected metadata, we can capture the
view of the teacher model of the dataset and hence we can
reconstruct a new dataset that can be used to train a compact
student model. Experiments were conducted using a fully
connected network and convolution network on MNIST and
convolution network on CelebA [31] dataset. The authors
trained a compact student model that has 50% less parameter
than the teacher model for both tasks. The results of their
experiments concluded that their distillation approach using
layer-pairs spectral activation record to reconstruct the dataset
achieved better results than the other activation records. For
MNIST, they achieved an accuracy of 91.24% compared to
the 96.95% achieved by the teacher model with the fully
connected network and 92.47% accuracy by the student model
compared to the 98.91% accuracy by the teacher model with
CNN models. While for CelebA, their student model achieved
an accuracy of 76.94% compared to the 80.82% achieved
with the teacher model with convolution neural network.
When tackling problems where only few samples are
available, it can make models overfit easily. Kimura et al.
[32] proposed a method that allowed training networks with
few samples while avoiding overfitting using knowledge
distillation. In their approach, they first trained a reference
model with few samples using Gaussian processes (GP)
instead of neural network. Then, the samples used for training
were augmented using inducing point method via iterative
optimization. Finally, the student model was trained with the
augmented data using loss function defined in the paper with
the GP teacher model to be imitated by the student model.
The authors ran their experiment against MNIST and fashion-
MNIST [33] with a 3-layer CNN as a student model. By using
only 1.25K samples and augmented to 10K, their proposed
method achieved an accuracy of 44.1% and 44.8% for MNIST
and fashion MNIST respectively compared to 37.9% and
39.3% achieved via training on them directly with the same
model. While the Gaussian processes teacher model achieved
39.9% and 44.6% on MNIST and fashion MNIST respectively.
In order to transfer knowledge from a teacher model and
to train a student model, we need access to the dataset that
was used to train the teacher model, or some metadata as was
described by Lopes et al. [30]. Nayak et al. [34] proposed a
method to train the student model without using any dataset
or metadata. The method worked by extracting data from the
teacher model through modeling the data distribution in the
SoftMax space. Hence, new samples could be synthesized
from the extracted information and used to train the student
model. Unlike generative adversarial networks (GANs) where
they generates data that is similar to the real data (by fooling
a discriminative network), here the synthesized data were
generated based on triggering the activation of the neurons
before the SoftMax function. They applied their framework
on CNN models and used MNIST , Fashion MNIST and
CIFAR-10 datasets to compare their approach with other
knowledge distillation approaches. The student models that
were used have about 40% less parameters compared to the
teacher model. The trained student model achieved accuracy
of 98.77% compared to the teacher models 99.34% in
MNIST. While in fashion MNIST and CIFAR-10 archiving
79.62% and 69.56% respectively compared to the 90.84%
and 83.03% achieved by the teacher model respectively.
Yim et al. [4] proposed a two-stage distillation for CNNs.
The first stage was to define two matrices between activations
of two layers, and the layers had not to be consecutive. The
first matrix corresponded to teacher network, and the second
matrix corresponded to student network. Then, the student
was trained to mimic the teachers matrix. After that, the
second stage began by training the student normally. Yim
et al. considered CIFAR-10 data for training. Both teacher
and student networks had the same number of layers of
26. Training teacher network took 64K iterations, whereas
training student network took 42K iterations (e.g., 21K for the
first stage and 21K for the second stage). Teachers accuracy
was 92%, and student’s accuracy was 92.28%. The distillation
method resulted in a reduction of 34.37% in training time
and an increase in accuracy of 0.3043%.
Fukuda et al. [35] proposed a knowledge distillation
approach by training a student model using multiple teacher
models. The concept of using multiple teachers to train a
single student model was already explored in previous studies.
In previous approaches, the output of the teacher models
trained on different data or features are combined into one
output distribution and then training the student model using
that distribution [1] [36] [37]. The approach proposed by
Fukuda et al. was to opt out of combining the teacher models
output distribution and to train the student on the individual
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION APPROACHES THAT UTILIZE SOFT LABELS OF TEACHERS TO TRAIN STUDENT MODEL. IN CASE OF SEVERAL
STUDENTS, RESULTS OF STUDENT WITH LARGEST SIZE REDUCTION ARE REPORTED. IN CASE OF SEVERAL DATASETS, DATASET ASSOCIATED WITH
LOWEST ACCURACY REDUCTION IS RECORDED. BASELINE MODELS HAD THE SAME SIZES AS STUDENT MODELS, BUT THEY WERE TRAINED WITHOUT
TEACHER MODELS.
Reference Targeted Architecture Utilized Data Reduction in Accuracy
Compared to Teacher
Improvement in Accu-
racy Compared to Base-
line
Reduction
in Size
Distillation
Score
Gao et al. [5] CNN CIFAR-100 0.618% 4.135% 50% 0.253
Liu et al. [11] Decision tree MNIST 12.796% 1-5% - -
Furlanello et al. [14] DenseNet CIFAR-100 2.369% (increase) - - -
Polino et al. [16] Wide ResNet CIFAR-100 0.1813% - 52.87% 0.2365
Wang et al. [19] U-Net Janelia - - 78.99% -
Kurata and Audhkhasi
[22]
LSTM SWB 2.655% - 55.07% 0.2379
Munim et al. [23] Seq2Seq WSJ 8.264% 8.97% 89.88% 0.09192
Jin et al. [25] CNN ImageNet 9.644% 6.246% 70.66% 0.1949
Heo et al. [27] CNN ImageNet to MIT
scene,
6.191% (increase) 14.123% 70.66% 0.1157
output distribution. The authors argued that this would help
the student model to observe the input data from different
angles and would help the model to generalize better. For the
experiment, the authors used the aurora task 4 [38], which is
a speech recognition experimental framework, and compared
two state of the art models VGG and an LSTM model against
a CNN student model that was trained by VGG and LSTM
models. In their experiment they showed that the compact
model achieved a word error of 11.2% (88.8% accuracy)
compared to the LSTM model 11.7% (88.3% accuracy)
and VGG model 10.5% (89.5% accuracy) in the speech
recognition task. They also ran another experiment where
they trained a compact CNN model (consist of 2 convolution
layers of 64 and 128 nodes and 2 fully connected layers
with 768 neurons in each layer) directly on the dataset and
compared it with the same model trained with two teachers
(VGG and LSTM), the baseline model achived a word error
of 15.1% (84.9% accuracy) compared to the student model
13.2% (86.8% accuracy).
Pintea et al. [39] developed a knowledge distillation
approach that mapped several teacher blocks to a single
student block. The mapping was achieved via recurrence
relations. Pintea et al. proposed three variants of the approach
and trained a student network for each variant. So, there were
three student networks. The authors considered CIFAR-10
dataset. Teacher network was ResNet [10] with 1.235M
parameters, and it achieved an accuracy score of 93.28%.
Three student networks were ResNet models having 122K,
122K, and 73K parameters respectively. Their respective
accuracy scores were 89.81%, 89.25%, and 88.33%. So, the
first distillation method achieved a reduction of 90.12% in
number of parameters and 3.72% in accuracy score. The
second distillation method achieved a reduction of 90.12%
in number of parameters and 4.32% in accuracy score. The
third distillation method achieved a reduction of 94.09% in
number of parameters and 5.307% in accuracy score
While other teacher-student knowledge distillation
approaches relies on a pre trained teacher model to transfer
the knowledge to a student model. Zhou et al. [40] proposed
to train the teacher (booster net) and the student (lightweight
net) together. This was done by sharing the backbone layers
of the two models during training and then using a function
where it contained the loss of the booster network, the loss
of the lightweight network, and the difference in the logits
of both networks. To prevent the objective function from
hindering the performance of the booster network, a gradient
block scheme was developed to prevent the booster network
specific parameter from updating during the backpropagation
of the objective function which would allow the booster
network to directly learn from the ground truth labels. To
improve their approach further, they used the knowledge
distillation loss function from Hinton et al. [1] in their
objective function. The authors ran experiments on CIFAR-10
using lightweight network consisting of 0.2M parameters
and a booster network consisting of 0.6M parameters. The
experiments resulted in error rate of 7.52 (92.48% accuracy)
for lightweight model compared to 6.58 (93.42% accuracy)
for booster model and 8.77 (91.23% accuracy) achieved by
a baseline lightweight model. They also ran an experiment
using CIFAR-100 and SVHN [41] datasets using different
model architecture but with the same number of parameters
for both the lightweight and booster models. The lightweight
model achieved an error rate of 2.20 (97.8% accuracy) on
SVHN compared to 3.58 (96.42% accuracy) achieved by the
base model. While on CIFAR-100, the lightweight model
achieved an error rate of 33.0 (67% accuracy) and the baseline
model achieved an error rate of 43.7 (56.3% accuracy).
He et al. [42] proposed a two stage distillation. The
first stage composed of compressing (e.g., dimensionality
reduction) a teachers knowledge space to a students space due
to the difference in architecture between the two networks.
Compression was done using an auto-encoder network.
For the second stage, its goal was to capture long-term
dependencies. This was needed because student network
could not capture such dependencies due to its relatively
small size. He et al. considered ResNet-50 [10] architecture
and PASCAL [43] data. Teacher network had 26.82M
parameters while student network had 2.11M parameters. The
authors utilized pixel Intersection Over Union (mIOU) as an
accuracy metric. Teacher network got mIOU of 76.21%, and
student network got mIOU of 72.5%. The distillation resulted
in a reduction of 92.13% in model size and 4.868% of mIOU.
Wu et al. [44] developed a multi-teacher distillation
framework. Knowledge was transferred to student by taking
a weighted average of teachers knowledge. The framework
targeted CNN network for action recognition. Teacher network
was CoViAR [45] which was composed of three ResNet [10]
models. The models were ResNet-18 with 11.2M parameters,
ResNet-18 with 11.2M parameters, and ResNet-152 with
58.2M parameters. So, teacher network had 80.6M parameters
in total. Student network was composed of a ResNet-18 model
with 33.6M parameters. Wu et al. considered UCF-101 [46]
and HMDB51 [47] data for training. For UCF-101 data,
teacher achieved accuracy of 90.29% while student achieved
accuracy of 88.50%. The reduction in accuracy was 1.982%.
For HMDB51 data, teacher achieved accuracy of 56.51%
while student achieved accuracy of 56.16%. The reduction
in accuracy was 0.6193%. The framework resulted in a
reduction of 58.31% in number of parameters.
Previous knowledge distillation approaches only considered
the instance features (the soft output of the layer) to be
transferred from the teacher model to the student model. This
made it hard for student models to learn the relationship
between the instance feature and the sample with different
and compact model architecture. Liu et al. [48] proposed
representing the knowledge using an instance relation graph
(IRG). For each layer in the model, an IRG was created
where vertices represent the instance features and edges
represent the instance relationship. Transformation function
was defined to transform two IRG of adjacent layers into new
IRG which contained the feature space knowledge of the two
layers. Using IRG of the teacher layers and student layers,
a loss function was defined to help train the student model
using the knowledge encapsulated in the IRG of the teacher.
The approach was tested on CIFAR10, CIFAR100-coarse
and CIFAR100-fine [6] image classification datasets with the
ResNet20 [10] model as a teacher (with 1.06M parameters)
and a shrunk down ResNet20 model as a student (with about
0.28M parameters). The student model achieved 90.69%,
74.64% and 62.25% accuracy on CIFAR10, CIFAR100-coarse
and CIFAR100-fine respectively compared to the teachers
91.45%, 78.40% and 68.42% respectively and compared to
the baseline model 88.36%, 72.51% and 59.88% respectively.
Table II provides a summary of presented work. It shows
that best approach in terms of size reduction is proposed by
Pintea et al. [39] with a reduction of 94.09% in size. Also,
Pintea et al. got the best distillation score. The table shows that
best approach in terms of maintaining accuracy is proposed by
Kimura et al. [32] with an increase in accuracy of 10.526%.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
Distillation scores in tables I and II have an average value
of 0.1804 and a standard deviation of 0.07835. There are 6
distillation scores better than average. Most of the distillation
algorithms corresponding to these scores have more than 70%
size reductions and less than 5% accuracy reductions. There
are 7 distillation scores that are worse than average. Majority
of their algorithms have size reductions ranging from 50% to
60%. Low size reductions cause algorithms to have relatively
high distillation scores although some of them have less than
1% accuracy reductions. For example, algorithm developed
by Wu et al. [44] has a very good accuracy maintainability,
but its size reduction is 58.31%. By inspecting tables, we can
see that a distillation score of less than 0.2 would generally
correspond to an algorithm having good size reduction and
accuracy maintainability.
Reporting the reductions in size as well as change
in accuracy for the student model as compared to the
corresponding teacher model is useful in our opinion.
Although most authors report both these information,
some authors don’t report either of the two. Moreover,
comparing the performance to a trained-from-scratch model
of comparable size to the student model is also very
informative and we believe should be reported by the authors.
Regarding the future of knowledge distillation, most
researchers did not provide comments. Nevertheless, Polino
et al. [16] suggested the use of reinforcement learning to
enhance development of student models. According to Polino
et al., it is not clear how to develop student models that meet
memory and processing time constraints. Building a program
based on reinforcement learning such that its objective is to
optimize memory and processing time requirements would
ease development of student models.
In addition, most researchers focus on computer vision
tasks. For instance, out of the surveyed work, only two consid-
ered NLP tasks. Recently, several language models based on
transformer architecture [49] have been proposed such as Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT)
[50]. These models have parameters in the order of hundreds
of millions. This issue has motivated several researchers to
utilize knowledge distillation [51], [52]. However, knowledge
distillation has not been well investigated yet. Transformer
based language models provide better results, in terms of
accuracy scores and processing times, than Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) [50], [53]. As a result, it is important to
study knowledge distillation on such models so that relatively
small and high performance models could be developed.
TABLE II
SUMMARY OF KNOWLEDGE DISTILLATION APPROACHES THAT PERFORMS SOME TRANSFORMATION ON SOFT LABELS OF TEACHER MODELS TO BE USED
FOR TRAINING THE STUDENT MODEL. IN CASE OF SEVERAL STUDENTS, RESULTS OF STUDENT WITH LARGEST SIZE REDUCTION ARE REPORTED. IN
CASE OF SEVERAL DATASETS, DATASET ASSOCIATED WITH LOWEST ACCURACY REDUCTION IS RECORDED. BASELINE MODELS HAD THE SAME SIZES AS
STUDENT MODELS, BUT THEY WERE TRAINED WITHOUT TEACHER MODELS.
Reference Targeted Architecture Utilized Data Reduction in Accuracy
Compared to Teacher
Improvement in Accu-
racy Compared to Base-
line
Reduction
in Size
Distillation
Score
Lopes et al. [30] CNN MNIST 4.8% 5.699% (decrease) 50% 0.274
Kimura et al. [32] CNN MNIST 10.526% (increase) 16.359% - -
Nayak et al. [34] CNN MNIST 0.57% - 40% 0.3028
Yim et al. [4] CNN CIFAR-10 0.3043% (increase) - - -
Fukuda et al. [35] CNN Aurora 0.782% 2.238% - -
Pintea et al. [39] ResNet CIFAR-10 5.307% - 94.09% 0.05609
Zhou et al. [40] CNN CIFAR-10 1.006% 1.37% 66% 0.1717
He et al. [42] ResNet PASCAL 4.868% (mIOU) - 92.13% 0.06368
Wu et al. [44] ResNet HMDB51 0.6193% - 58.31% 0.2115
Liu et al. [48] CNN CIFAR10 0.831% 2.637% 73.59% 0.1362
VI. CONCLUSION
We present several different knowledge distillation methods
applied on deep learning architectures. Some of the methods
produce more than 80% decrease in model sizes [39], [42].
Some other methods provide around 50% size reductions,
but they maintain accuracy scores of teacher models [5],
[16]. In addition, there exist distillation approaches that
result in student models with better accuracy scores than
their teacher models [14], [27]. Our criteria are reduction
in model sizes and accuracy scores. Consequently, we
propose distillation metric which helps in comparing different
knowledge distillation algorithms based on their achieved
student sizes and accuracy scores. We also highlight different
contexts and objectives of some of the knowledge distillation
methods, such as limited or absence of the original dataset,
improving interpretability, and combining transfer learning
with knowledge distillation.
Moreover, knowledge distillation is a creative process. There
are no rules that guide development of student models or
mapping teacher’s activations to student’s. As a consequence,
knowledge distillation highly depends on the domain where it
is applied on. Based on requirements of the specific domain,
model designers could develop their distillation. We advise
designers to focus on simple distillation methods (or build a
simpler version of some method) that target a relatively small
number of student and teacher layers. This is an important step
as it decreases time needed for designers to get familiar with
different behaviours of different distillation methods on their
domain. After that, they could proceed with more complex
methods as they would have developed intuitions about how
the methods would behave on their domain of application. As
a result, they could eliminate some methods without having to
try them. In addition, designers could utilize distillation metric
to assess their evaluations.
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